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Let Me Be A Woman Elisabeth Elliot
What does it mean to be a woman? The current cultural ideal for womanhood encourages women to be strident, sexual,
self-centered, independent -- and above all -- powerful and in control. But sadly, this model of womanhood hasn't
delivered the happiness and fulfillment it promised. The Bible teaches that it's not up to us to decide what womanhood is
all about. God created male and female for a very specific purpose. His design isn't arbitrary or unimportant. It is very
intentional and He wants women to discover, embrace, and delight in the beauty of His design. He's looking for True
Women! Bible teachers Mary A. Kassian and Nancy Leigh DeMoss share the key fundamentals of biblical womanhood in
this eight week study. Each week includes five daily individual lessons leading to a group time of sharing and digging
deeper into God's Word. And to enhance this time of learning together, on-line videos are available featuring Mary and
Nancy as they encourage women to discover and embrace God's design and mission for their lives. A True Woman Book
The goal of the True Woman publishing line is to encourage women to: Discover, embrace, and delight in God's divine
design and mission for their lives Reflect the beauty and heart of Jesus Christ to their world Intentionally pass the baton
of Truth on to the next generation Pray earnestly for an outpouring of God's Spirit in their families, churches, nation and
world
When life gets too busy, too impersonal, and too much to handle, it's time to turn to God for some peace and quiet. Keep
a Quiet Heart is a unique collection of some of Elisabeth's best work from her newsletter. More than 100 short passages
offer a bit of relief from everyday life as they point the reader toward the everlasting love and peace of God.
'Intimate, ruthless, tender: this book is like medicine for the soul.' —Nina George, author of The Little Paris Bookshop A
beautifully poignant and poetic debut about love, loss, friendship, and ultimately, starting over. Twenty-something Holly
has moved to Brighton to escape her grief. But now that she's here, sitting on a bench, listening to the rolling waves, how
is she supposed to fill the void her boyfriend left when he died? She had thought she wanted to be on her own. But after
a chance encounter with retired, part-time baker and book-club host, Frank, she is soon adopted by a new circle of
friends, and the tides begin to shift. Beautifully written, Let Me Be Like Water is a moving and powerful debut about
loneliness, friendship, the extraordinariness hiding in everyday life.
Their paths to God’s purpose led them together. Many know the heroic story of Jim Elliot’s violent death in 1956, killed
along with four other missionaries by a primitive Ecuadorian tribe they were seeking to reach. Many also know the prolific
legacy of Elisabeth Elliot, whose inspiring influence on generations of believers through print, broadcast, and personal
testimony continues to resonate, even after her own death in 2015. What many don’t know is the remarkable story of
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how these two stalwart personalities—single-mindedly devoted to pursuing God’s will for their young lives, certain their
future callings would require them to sacrifice forever the blessings of marriage—found their hearts intertwined. Their
paths to God’s purpose led them together. Now, for the first time, their only child—daughter Valerie Elliot
Shepard—unseals never-before-published letters and private journals that capture in first-person intimacy the attraction,
struggle, drama, and devotion that became a most unlikely love story. Riveting for old and young alike, this moving
account of their personal lives shines as a gold mine of lived-out truth, hard-fought purity, and an insider’s view on two
beloved Christian figures.
In our age of instant gratification and if-it-feels-good-do-it attitudes, self-discipline is hardly a popular notion. Former
missionary and beloved author Elisabeth Elliot offers her understanding of discipline and its value for modern people.
Now repackaged for the next generation of Christians, Discipline: The Glad Surrender shows readers how to -discipline
the mind, body, possessions, time, and feelings -overcome anxiety -change poor habits and attitudes -trust God in times
of trial and hardship -let Christ have control in all areas of life Elliot masterfully and gently takes readers through
Scripture, personal stories, and lovely observations of the world around her in order to help them discover the
understanding that our fulfillment as human beings depends on our answer to God's call to obedience.
A guide for extending God’s grace to yourself and others. What would you like to say to your younger self? That God
loves you. To love the woman you are becoming. To not be so hard on yourself and others. With The Grace Guide: Live
Your One Beautiful Life, Susie Davis invites readers to experience the grace upon grace God has for their life. It is a
spiritual guide for women to grow in the Lord by reflecting on memories both joyful and hurtful with challenges like writing
a letter to your younger self, questions of self-examination, and prayers to consider how God showed up for them in
special times. The Grace Guide shows readers how to love themselves like their good Father has always loved them and
how to live their one beautiful life. Product Features: Includes a challenge to write a letter to your younger self. Offers
spiritual guidance to learn to extend grace to yourself and others. Makes a great women’s gift.
Barbara Hughes carefully guides her readers through the Scriptures, asks them questions for self-evaluation, and
provides helpful suggestions for direct application of these fundamental spiritual disciplines.
Elizabeth Elliot is one of Christendom's most able and articulate writers. In this profound and moving book she presents
her unique perspective. Now married a third time after losing two husbands through death, she offers golden insights
which apply to the single, the married, and the widowed.
Ever wondered about that happy couple in the wedding photograph, their smiles forever captured in time? Bella AlexNosagie artfully takes you behind the closed doors of a happy marriage and reveals the unhappiness in it. This is her
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personal story overcoming one of the biggest tools the devil uses to destroy marriages today. A story of devastation and
redemption. Redemption by the unfailing love and power of God.
Relationships: you start out madly in love and somehow end up just mad, angry, lonely, discouraged, frustrated or even
heartbroken. Why do relationships have to be so hard? In How to Win Her & Influence Him, Genie Goodwin unveils the
most common reasons relationships can be so difficult and the miraculous strategies you can easily do that can melt the
troubles away. Men and women live in two different worlds, expecting totally different things from each other. Because of
that we misinterpret and misunderstand most signals. When we give each other the "wrong" things, we think we aren't
loved and it causes conflict and massive pain. Transform your relationships with practical and powerful secrets of walking
in love. You can create a whole new, long-lasting, passionate relationship with the one you love instead of being angry,
frustrated, and lonely. Improve communication, connection and cooperation to create a legendary love affair.
In this colleciton of essays psychologists, Jungian analysts, feminists, and scholars of Goddess cultures describe those
key insights and experiences that can provide entry to a new level of consciousness.
The Gospels and Acts are composed of writings from St. Matthew, St. Mark, St. Luke, St. John and the Book of Acts. The
purpose of which is to give you the spiritual lens that will enable you to see clearly what you fail to see using your
physical lens. As you read this collection, try to see the three spiritual themes to it. Get a copy today.
Advice books are no short-lived trend. They continue to top bestseller lists even though much of the “wisdom” being
offered proves shallow in the long run. People are looking for practical, proven advice for life and the book of Proverbs is
the wisest place to start. Unpacking the book of Proverbs, Lydia Brownback shows how the Bible speaks to real life
issues such as money, purity, marriage, and the day-to-day grind. Writing with a familiar yet knowledgeable tone,
Brownback draws in the busiest of readers and asks realistic questions for personal reflection or group study. This wellconceived, twelve chapter book contains three parts: What Is Wisdom and Why Does It Matter? Six Things Wise Women
Know A Portrait of Wisdom A Woman’s Wisdom gives women—a way to be wise, to know the very Author of wisdom, and
to understand how to apply his relevant, riches.
In the 1830s, when a brave and curious girl named Elizabeth Blackwell was growing up, women were supposed to be
wives and mothers. Some women could be teachers or seamstresses, but career options were few. Certainly no women
were doctors. But Elizabeth refused to accept the common beliefs that women weren't smart enough to be doctors, or
that they were too weak for such hard work. And she would not take no for an answer. Although she faced much
opposition, she worked hard and finally—when she graduated from medical school and went on to have a brilliant
career—proved her detractors wrong. This inspiring story of the first female doctor shows how one strong-willed woman
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opened the doors for all the female doctors to come. Who Says Women Can't Be Doctors? by Tanya Lee Stone is an
NPR Best Book of 2013 This title has common core connections.
More than a fashion statement -- make a purity statement! Do you want your daughter to cherish her purity and honor
God by the chaste and lovely way she presents herself? More than a fill-in-the-blank Bible study, Raising Maidens of
Virtue is an engaging tool for mothers to use in training daughters who are approaching womanhood to think biblically.
Through stories, allegories, colorful illustrations, and memory-making projects, Raising Maidens of Virtue covers topics
such as guarding the tongue, idleness, sibling relationships, honoring parents, contentment, modesty, purity, cleanliness,
and feminine biblical beauty. - Publisher.
FUN FACT: "Becoming Zara" is a standalone novella, but if you're following the character of Samantha Bradford as she
crosses off the items of her bucket list (the Single Wide Female Series), this is the book that Samantha publishes to
complete her bucket list item #18 (Publish a Book). Note: You can download #1 Learn Pole Dancing of that series for
free. *** Hi, I'm Zara...warrior princess. I don't usually tell that last bit to strangers, but I say it in my head all the time. It's
one of the many mantras that have helped me to get to where I am today. And believe me when I say that I've come a
long way. Besides, if you're a woman and you happen to have ever struggled with issues of self-esteem, we're probably
gonna be fast friends anyway, so I won't hold anything (much) back. Oh, and Zara wasn't the name I was born with-but
you'll find out more about that in the book. I don't know about you, but my own struggle with my weight has held me back
a bit in life. And my self-esteem took a real nose dive after my fiance dumped me-via text, no less. (I know, right?
Jerk!...but I don't usually dwell on things in the past, so let's just move right along from that, shall we?) So, I'm still a workin-progress for sure, but I'm really starting to figure it all out-how to be more of who I'm meant to be every day-including
the bumps, the lumps, and my bruised ego along the way. Oh and I love my sisterhood (more about that later) - the
women who join me in believing that we are all capable of being strong, amazing, warrior princesses-just the way we are
right now."
A Woman Through and Through In a culture that can belittle womanhood on the one hand—making it irrelevant—and
glorify it on the other—making it everything—it’s hard to know what it really means to be a woman. But when we
understand womanhood through the lens of Scripture, we see that we need a bigger category for what God has called
“woman.” This book breathes fresh air into our womanhood, reminding us what life in Christ—as a woman—looks like.
When we see that we are women in all we do, we can be at peace with how God has created us, recognizing
womanhood as an essential part of Christ’s mission and work.
Elisabeth Elliot combines her observations and experiences in a number of essays on male-female relationships.
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A SEARING INDICTMENT OF THE MASTER OF CHARM, BARACK OBAMA, FOR HIS HISTORIC WAR ON
AMERICAN YOUTH “Let me be clear.” It was his come-hither call, his winsome whistle, his lingual lure. Barack Obama
employed this phrase to sell his lies as maxims and his ineptitude as expertise. From JFK to Bill Clinton, America has
experienced charming and coy presidents. But the most charming and coy is Obama, who seduced a generation of 95
million young Americans he used for his own political gain. Katie Kieffer is a gutsy commentator who gives it back to
Barack. She turns his words against him. She grabs the high bar of transparency that Obama set for himself and snaps it
with her wit. In Let Me Be Clear, Kieffer gives us an unflinching yet entertaining account of this administration’s
exploitation of Millennials: · How: Obama spearheaded the Great Recovery—and young people could tell when their law
degrees landed them jobs as baristas. · What: the “New Shacking Up” entails. (Hint: parents AND young people hate
this trend.) · How: Barack’s buddy essentially wrote Obama-care without Congress. Plus, nearly 300 doctors offer freemarket solutions to improve health care. · How: a constitutional law–professor president failed to rationally discuss gay
marriage. · Why: Barack wouldn’t have been the best father for Trayvon Martin; he deserved better. · What: “Assuming
We Don’t Die Tonight” reveals about the bloodcurdling story of Benghazi. · How: liberal lies about guns have “tattooed”
all youths as criminals. Kieffer implodes the naïve War on Guns and presents solutions for mass violence with more love
and more guns. Inspiring hope, Kieffer outlines how conservatives and independents can win electoral races and achieve
entrepreneurial dreams. Kieffer’s got grit. She’s very clear with her president: she brings smooth-tongued bullies to
justice. See for yourself.
From the Booker Prize-winning author of The Remains of the Day and When We Were Orphans, comes an unforgettable
edge-of-your-seat mystery that is at once heartbreakingly tender and morally courageous about what it means to be
human. Hailsham seems like a pleasant English boarding school, far from the influences of the city. Its students are well
tended and supported, trained in art and literature, and become just the sort of people the world wants them to be. But,
curiously, they are taught nothing of the outside world and are allowed little contact with it. Within the grounds of
Hailsham, Kathy grows from schoolgirl to young woman, but it’s only when she and her friends Ruth and Tommy leave
the safe grounds of the school (as they always knew they would) that they realize the full truth of what Hailsham is. Never
Let Me Go breaks through the boundaries of the literary novel. It is a gripping mystery, a beautiful love story, and also a
scathing critique of human arrogance and a moral examination of how we treat the vulnerable and different in our society.
In exploring the themes of memory and the impact of the past, Ishiguro takes on the idea of a possible future to create his
most moving and powerful book to date.
So Hannah rose up after they had eaten in Shi-loh, and after they had drunk....and she was in bitterness of soul, prayed
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unto God." 1 Sam. 1:9:10 Hannah represents the weak bullied by the strong, Peninnah. God hears and rescues the
Hannahs of the world. Hannah discovered God was always present and ready to help during those moments in life when
she felt there was no one she could turn to, no one who would understand and simply feared being judged by the world.
Transparency gives us not only an insight into Michelle's heart for God, but reveals how she learned through her
caterpillar stage of growing pains, to trust Him with all her imperfections. Daily she turned to Him with her weaknesses,
fears, desires, and gratitude, faithfully praying "Lord here I am with You. I surrender my mind, body and soul to You.
Lead, guide, and instruct me the way You will have me to go." Many times, we do not understand why things happen, but
we can find comfort in knowing God knows each of our stories from the beginning to the end. He knows what He
purposed and created us for. His strength is made known through our weakness. He is waiting with outstretched arms to
save us. We can give it all to Him! Hannah prayed, "My heart exults in the Lord; my strength is exalted in the Lord." Like
Hannah, we must recognize our strength comes from God and not ourselves. God hears our prayers and will show us
how He can use our weakness to complete the work He began in us. In the words of Ana Claudia Antunes all we need to
do is, "Keep up our faith to go high and fly, even after so many pains and sorrow. You can turn from a caterpillar to a
butterfly."
"The Man Who Pleases and the Woman Who Charms" by John A. Cone. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction
to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press
edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
THANK YOU GOD FOR MAKING ME A WOMAN "The Torah believes in the potential and capabilities of every man,
woman or child, Jew and gentile alike, and clearly believes that men and women were created equal, and with their own
distinct, respected role in the world. " - Rabbi Aaron L. Raskin Where would the Jewish people be without the
discernment and wisdom of Jewish women - qualities they possess far in excess of men? Time and again, holy text and
real-life experience prove this. "The Talmud reveals that it was in the merit of the righteous women that our forefathers
were redeemed from the land of Egypt," writes the author. "About this, the Arizal explains that the souls of this generation
are a reincarnation of those souls, and therefore, the women of this generation will once again bring about the
redemption for all people." This book aims to show that it is a mistaken belief that Judaism values the male contribution
to its daily liturgy and life more than the female. In a clear and compassionate style, it lays out traditional observance and
new scholarship with simple language. Ultimately, the Jewish woman's role as ubiquitous force in daily life becomes
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clear: her power is subtle, mystical, transformative. Her role isn't marginal, it's essential. Mystical teachings tell us that
women were granted understanding (bina) in greater measure, and therefore only they can transform a concept of
wisdom (chochmah) into action (daat). Hence, we might extrapolate that no holy thing can come about if, in some way, a
woman's wisdom is not behind it. Discernment is a female quality; and it's time we understood and acknowledged its
presence in daily Jewish life. Online Listings Done: Other
Created for This, a devotional for Christian women entrepreneurs, wascreated for you! It will guide you in growing
stronger in yourfaith, which will lead to greater confidence in your business!Are you craving more intimate time with Jesus
but are pulled in everypossible direction? Your family needs you, the house needs to be cleaned,meals need to be
cooked, you?d love to have a movie night with yourgirlfriends, and your business is just on the brink of thriving.All of
these things are important but . . . how do you prioritize something asintangible as ?time with Jesus??Let me remind you
of something you already know: When you take time withand for Jesus, everything else aligns much smoother and
easier. Every other priority in your life falls into place. He is the answer to a well-run life!And the good news is you don?t
need to carve out hours of time every day to do that.If you can manage to squeeze 10-15 minutes of your day into a quiet
spotwith scripture, it will make a significant difference in your personallife and your business.
1913 - Suffragette throws herself under the King's horse. 1969 - Feminists storm Miss World. NOW - Caitlin Moran rewrites The Female
Eunuch from a bar stool and demands to know why pants are getting smaller. There's never been a better time to be a woman: we have the
vote and the Pill, and we haven't been burnt as witches since 1727. However, a few nagging questions do remain... Why are we supposed to
get Brazilians? Should you get Botox? Do men secretly hate us? What should you call your vagina? Why does your bra hurt? And why does
everyone ask you when you're going to have a baby? Part memoir, part rant, Caitlin Moran answers these questions and more in How To Be
A Woman - following her from her terrible 13th birthday ('I am 13 stone, have no friends, and boys throw gravel at me when they see me')
through adolescence, the workplace, strip-clubs, love, fat, abortion, TopShop, motherhood and beyond.
This book is the ultimate guide for women who want to live a healthier, happier and more fulfilling life. The Author provides 5 simple steps
towards achieving a better sense of WELLBEING and being the best version of YOU. All too often, in our 21st century, women tend to put
other people's needs above their own. As a consequence, they may find themselves either: just living for the weekend, becoming frustrated
with a lack of recognition for their work or nurturing role, feeling that the dreams they once had are no longer visible let alone possible or
perhaps suffering with a decrease in confidence, a lack of energy and vitality or even experiencing illness and disease. So if you want to
improve your health, gain a better control over your work/life balance, feel that you are contributing to the world and leaving a positive legacy
behind, banish worries or concerns over your future happiness and if you are ready to make some small changes towards an easier and
more fulfilled future, then this is the book for you.
Home Building for the Wise Woman: A Blueprint for Designing a Life That Fits. Seven lessons for group or individual study. Do you feel like a
failure next to your best friend who works part-time, helps out at school, and has a perfectly clean house and a husband who's always
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smiling; while you feel like you're drowning if you have to make cookies for the bake sale? Do you find yourself asking, "Did I choose the
wrong priority? After all, aren't the kids more important than . . .?" Do you wish you could just be you? Through Home Building for the Wise
Woman, you will develop a personalized blueprint that will help you: visualize your priorities, make wise decisions, defeat guilt, and build the
beautiful life God created you to live-a life that fits!
There is an enormous amount of confusion and deception about what it means to be a woman. Even within the church, women are
continually struggling to define their femininity. Pat Ennis and Lisa Tatlock tackle the difficult question of 'What makes a godly woman?' with
warmth, compassion, and directness in Becoming aWoman Who Pleases God. Readers will find themselves challenged to re-think their
priorities, re-examine the position of the home, and re-work their definition of what it means to be a woman in whom God is well pleased.
In October 1810 a twenty-year-old girl in the quiet New England town of Bradford wrote the following words in her journal: 'If nothing in
providence appears to prevent, I must spend my days in a heathen land. I am a creature of God, and he has un undoubted right to do with
me, as seems good in his sight...He has my heart in his hands, and when I am called to face danger, to pass through scenes of terror and
distress, he can inspire me with fortitude, and enable me to trust in him. Jesus is faithful; his promises are precious. Were it not for these
considerations, I should sink down with despair. Ann Hasseltine had received a proposal of marriage from Adoniram Judson, who was shortly
to leave for Asia as one of America's first overseas missionaries. And thus commenced one of the great dramas of church history--a saga of
love, courage, suffering and perseverance.
Steve Harvey, the host of the nationally syndicated Steve Harvey Morning Show, can't count the number of impressive women he's met over
the years, whether it's through the "Strawberry Letters" segment of his program or while on tour for his comedy shows. Yet when it comes to
relationships, they can't figure out what makes men tick. Why? According to Steve it's because they're asking other women for advice when
no one but another man can tell them how to find and keep a man. In Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man, Steve lets women inside the mindset
of a man and sheds light on concepts and questions such as: The Ninety Day Rule: Ford requires it of its employees. Should you require it of
your man? The five questions every woman should ask a man to determine how serious he is. And much more . . . Sometimes funny,
sometimes direct, but always truthful, Act Like a Lady, Think Like a Man is a book you must read if you want to understand how men think
when it comes to relationships.
Hard times come for all in life, with no real explanation. When we walk through suffering, it has the potential to devastate and destroy, or to be
the gateway to gratitude and joy. Elisabeth Elliot was no stranger to suffering. Her first husband, Jim, was murdered by the Waoroni people in
Ecuador moments after he arrived in hopes of sharing the gospel. Her second husband was lost to cancer. Yet, it was in her deepest
suffering that she learned the deepest lessons about God. Why doesn’t God do something about suffering? He has, He did, He is, and He
will. Suffering and love are inexplicably linked, as God’s love for His people is evidenced in His sending Jesus to carry our sins, griefs, and
sufferings on the cross, sacrificially taking what was not His on Himself so that we would not be required to carry it. He has walked the
ultimate path of suffering, and He has won victory on our behalf. This truth led Elisabeth to say, “Whatever is in the cup that God is offering to
me, whether it be pain and sorrow and suffering and grief along with the many more joys, I’m willing to take it because I trust Him.” Because
suffering is never for nothing.
Body Image Lies Women Believe * Are you insecure about your looks? * Have you ever compared yourself to someone else and found
yourself wanting? * Do complements or put downs determine the image you have of your beauty? Real Stories of Overcoming Body Image
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Lies Women Believe with God's Truth Throughout this book, Christian women share their stories of how they have struggled with body image
lies and a distorted view of themselves. However, each of their stories also contains hope - the hope of replacing these lies with God's truth.
Our prayer for you is that you find encouragement within these pages and allow Christ to transform you with His truth. We Are Each Created
Unique God has created each one of us with unique abilities, unique talents and a unique personality. As women we are influencers and God
has given us that role and our beauty to share with others. Yet so often we settle for a counterfeit. The enemy has counterfeited our idea of
beauty, convincing us to share our beauty with the world in a distorted way. Today that often means that we see our beauty as what we look
like on the outside. What Lies Have You Been Believing? Join us for the journey of replacing body image lies with truth from God's Word.

Kelly is clearly the most morally bankrupt writer of his generation - Cathi Unsworth, author of The Not Knowing, The Singer and
Bad Penny Blues
“In order to learn what it means to be a woman, we must start with the One who made her.” Working from Scripture, well-known
speaker and author Elisabeth Elliot shares her observations and experiences in a number of essays on what it means to be a
Christian woman, whether single, married, or widowed. Available in trade softcover and as a Living Book.
In our can't-stop world, where we frantically move through our days with hardly a moment of true rest and reflection, it's hard to
comprehend the thought of being still, of leaving our anxiety and worry and impatience in the capable hands of a loving God. But
that's exactly what Elisabeth Elliot calls us to do. Using the title of one of her favorite hymns as her unifying theme, Elliot offers an
inspiring collection of reflections on living the Christian life. Illustrating biblical concepts with her rich personal experiences as a
missionary, mother, wife, widow, radio host, and internationally known public speaker, Elliot writes with clarity and elegance on
topics at once timeless and timely. This lovely new repackaged edition is perfect for the busy times in which we live.
The genuine woman is a woman whose faith is true and manifested by the way she loves God and loves and cares for others;
whose beauty comes from a gentle and humble spirit; and when trials and tribulations come her way, does not ask "Why God?"
but rather "What, God, are you doing in my life?" The genuine woman seeks God's wisdom rather than wisdom from the world,
and is set free from the bondage of her old way of doing life to walk in the newness of life that can only be found in a life lived for
Jesus. Your study in the Book of James will give you practical advice for living out your faith journey to the glory of God in the face
of pressures and difficulties that often come your way. While maturing in Christ requires you to grow in the knowledge of God's
word, James tells us that growing in the Lord will only come when you apply what He is saying to you through His word. The world
is watching to see the substance of your faith by the way you live out your faith and walk the talk each day. James show you how
to do this in a genuine way.
Let me begin by saying that our Christian experience must be translated from the four walls of the church and into our day to day
lifestyle. It is in the heartbeat of our calling that we should translate the love of God as we pick it up from church and take it to our
workplaces. My mandate through this book is to strategically position you into a place of influence in your nation of calling within
the marketplace. For a long time the marketplace has remained the reserve of the children of this world. 'The children of this world
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are in their generation wiser than the children of light' (Luke 16:8). By failing to take our position of dominion in the marketplace,
we have put our God to shame. The name of God has been profaned by many people in this world. Have you realized that
anytime you mention that you are born again in your workplace, you encounter ridicule, rejection and even persecution? People
have continued to shamelessly talk foul things concerning Christianity and this has to stop. God is saying that He is ready to
sanctify His great name that has been profaned. God wants to do this through you. God desires that you prosper in all that you do
within the marketplace, and this you must remember is for His purposes. He is not doing it for you to be proud. God is doing it "that
they may see and know, and understand together, that the hand of the LORD has done this, and the Holy One of Israel has
created it" (Isaiah 41:20). God wants to introduce and establish His Kingdom in the marketplace through you. He will show Himself
strong on your behalf for His purposes to be fulfilled in the earth. To many Christians, there has been and there remains to be a
great misconception on the perception towards serving God. We see service in the full time ministry position as the only way to
serve God. In everything we do, it is important to understand that it is because of the purposes of God that we were created. God
is a wise investor and the gifting He invested in you is for the expansion of His Kingdom. God wants to show Himself strong
through you. The Kingdom of God is within you and as such, you are supposed to carry it into your marketplaces. It has to
manifest through you at your place of work, business and even in your relationships. You should remember that He chose you.
You did not choose Him. To quite a number of Christians, business is secular work, whereas serving God in church is the only way
to ascribe to ministry. This tendency is so prevalent in the church that many well meaning Christians do their business or work in
offices without connecting it to ministry. That is why many Christians have this 'holier than thou' attitude when in church doing the
things of God but when they get to their work stations they exhibit lucre luster performances, oblivious of the fact that we are
commanded to work as unto God. Many Christians may be concerned with church work and even support it financially, but fail to
see the connection between service at their work place and their Christian life. Some even think that if you really are serious about
ministry, you ought to quit your job or give up your business in order to pursue a role in full time ministry. The object matter of this
book is to bring every believer to the realization that we all were created for a purpose and that the faster we realize this and take
up our positions the better. As Christians we are cut out and mandated to fulfill a specific assignment for God here on earth. Our
mission is to honour God in our service by extending His will to all our activities.
Judith's marriage to Adam is failing fast. Despite her best efforts, his attention is entirely taken up by his law practice while her
existence-if he remembers it-is merely something to criticize. Thankfully, Judith has an antique shop and her best friend and
business partner, Susan, to keep her focused on the good things in life. Tired of being overlooked and undervalued, Judith decides
to leave her husband and reconnect with herself as a single woman rather than as Adam's wife. Soon, Judith's world expands to
include a support group of women also facing divorce. Slowly learning to extend to herself the same compassion she offers her
friends, Judith begins to rediscover her own value as a person and as a woman. And her efforts don't go unnoticed. While Judith
rebuilds her life, with the encouragement of her growing circle of friends, a secret admirer starts leaving thoughtful gifts on her
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doorstep-which she begins to hope will lead to a face-to-face meeting. A celebration of friendship and love, where every character
counts, "The Things That Fall Away" is an insightful story that brings to light the beauty of everyday things and the wonder of being
truly cherished.
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